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I recently had the opportunity to attend a major Agricultural
Conference with several thousand growers in attendance and learned of
a new interesting law. Amara’s Law. Coined by an American
Agricultural scientist, Ray Amara, it states: “We tend to overestimate
the effect of technology in the short run and underestimate the effect in
the long run.” The sentence struck me as contradictory but when you
dig into it a little more, it suggests that the initial phase of anything that
is being done is filled with excitement over something “new and/or
different” followed by a period of disillusion before eventually
becoming a part of and ever revolutionizing everyday life. So where
does the mediation community stand on Amara’s Law?
I believe we are probably still in the early overestimation/hype stage.
There are a lot of “new” things being tried to add value and clarity to
the mediation process. The original mediation founding fathers
probably never imagined (at least I think so) that we would have
Online Dispute Resolution or that we would have such a big push by
the Legal Profession to create a category I will call “Directed
SOLUTION Mediation”, whereby we get to a solution whether it is in
the parties’ best interests or not. I don’t think they ever foresaw the
Legal community or the Non-Attorney Mediation community at odds
over what is the “right” path for successful mediation. They probably
thought that Mediation would change the world as we know it or
maybe even save the world.
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We will soon enter a period of disillusion as Mediators give thumbs up or down to Online Mediation, as the technology
developers fade away, merge or are absorbed by bigger players promising to take E-mediation to the next, greatest stage in
the process and as Mediators grow impatient as the promised developments are slow to materialize. All this as both NonAttorney and Attorney mediators figure out where they fit in the marketplace of the future and disillusion causes some to
flee to more satisfying venues.
But, what do we do in the meantime? First be aware of what is going on around you in the realm of ADR technology.
Then as it develops, be willing to experiment and trial technology to figure out the best fit for you. The only constant in
our lifetime is CHANGE.

If you or someone you know would like to contribute to either the “Lunch and Learn” or “Contributing
Columnist” please email our board Secretary at ehmediator@email.com. All member contributions will be
brought before the board for consideration and placement.
The newsletters will continue to be placed on NMMA’s website at www.newmexicomediationassociation.org.
Elena will also continue to send every issue of the newsletter via email. Please feel free to contact our Board
Secretary with any questions, comments or contributions for the Newsletter. We would like to thank those of
you that have and will make suggestions regarding education content and membership benefits.

RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP THROUGH OUR WEBSITE
If you have not paid dues for the 2018-19 year, and are interested in renewing your membership, please
complete the Membership Form found at www.newmexicomediationassociation.org. Don’t forget you can now
pay your membership through stripe. Please contact our Treasurer, Alan Highcove at
AHighcove@salud.unm.edu with any questions regarding your membership dues.

CONTRIBUTING COLUMNIST

Beyond Self-Awareness, Our World Now Demands Collaborative Awareness™
By Rachel Eryn Kalish & Sheella Mierson
[Note from article submitter, Kathleen Oweegon: In November, 2018, I attended the National Coalition on Dialogue and
Deliberation conference in Denver. There, I met 2 amazing women, who were presenting a workshop on the Blueprint of We.
It occurred to me that BofW might be a very useful adjunct tool in our mediation practices for those times when a continuing
relationship of the parties is either desired to required, but the unconscious patterns that got them into the conflict in the first
place threaten the continuing relationship. In these situations, a tool that can be used outside of mediation (or maybe in
mediation if the circumstance were right) to bring consciousness into their dynamic to “redesign” the relationship and replace
old dysfunctional patterns with conscious and functional patterns could be most helpful in preventing future conflict. I
respectfully share this information with you in the hope that it will be a useful resource to you and your clients.]
What Is the Blueprint of We?
A collaboration document, and on-going process, used to mindfully custom design business and personal relationships.
Benefits:







Navigate transition and change with ease
Create evolving leaders in highly collaborative work environments
Create compassionate communication among deeply diverse people and ideas
Wire your brain for clarity and connection
Can serve as a traditional legal contract with both people and process in mind
Works seamlessly with other tools or processes you have already adopted

5 Components of a Collaboration Document
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Story of Us – Share what draws you to these people and this situation.
Interaction Styles & Warning Signs – Who you are. How you work best.
Custom Design – Determine what matters most. Use it to mindfully design the what, when, why and how.
Questions for Peace & Possibility – Capture your most creative and compassionate selves ahead of time.
Short & Long-Term Timeframes – Coming back to center and building your document.

Who’s Using It
The Blueprint of We, created by the Center for Collaborative Awareness, is currently being used in 100+ countries in
communities, corporations, small businesses, non-profits, families, schools—between business partners, boards of
directors, teams, virtual teams, clients, suppliers, families, couples, etc.
The 5 Components of a Blueprint of We Collaboration Document
1. The Story of Us
It’s important to build a foundation of trust from the beginning to keep the relationship in flow. Establishing the
connected perspective allows us to return to and grow the connection through complex changes and stressful
situations. Each person writes their version of The Story of Us, which is the story of the other’s characteristics they
most admire or appreciate and the reasons they’re attracted to the situation. It could also be in the form of a bulletpointed list. This serves as a reminder that when things get tough, these brilliant characteristics still reside. It’s a mind
map back when we need it most.
2. Interaction Styles & Warning Signs
Each person creates a bullet-pointed list of his or her Interaction Styles and Warning Signs. The Interaction Styles are
an account of how you generally like to work and live. Do you need to think out loud with a group, work alone at times,
need an agenda? Do you tend to prefer quiet time, are you high energy, direct when you communicate, do you lean
towards the optimistic? Interaction Styles deal with how each person likes things done, what’s non-negotiable, what
their preferences are, etc.
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Warning Signs is a list of the external clues you may show as signs of stress. The behaviors you exhibit right before
things spin out of control. Are you less patient, do you immerse yourself deeper in your work, become a perfectionist,
tap your pen on the table? And most importantly, when you show these signs, how might someone help you pull out
of the spiral? Tell them now, because in the moment, it might feel impossible to say what you really need. Come talk
to me; give me space, then talk to me; help me see the data so I can step back from the emotional; offer me a back
rub; reassure me, etc. Warning Signs are the behaviors each person tends to display when things begin to go awry.
Knowing these up-front, and having someone tell you how to best assist, can alleviate a great deal of
miscommunication and assumption that lead to a downward spiral.
3. Custom Design
Custom Design focuses on both the elements that contracts traditionally cover and the shared values that inform
what's to be done, agreed upon, or intentioned. Each person determines what matters most and what they specifically
want to build as part of this particular relationship. They then collaboratively design the structure that best serves each
person, the entire we, and the activities at hand.
4. Questions for Peace & Possibility
The parties co-create a list of questions they commit to answer with one another that will accelerate new possibilities
or get them back to a good place if the need arises. Questions like:
 How can we turn up the volume on what’s already working?
 What truths do I need to tell?
 What do I need from you right now?
 Does money play a part in this situation?
 How can we move from judgment to curiosity in order to get more clarity?
 Is it time to redefine or redirect our work together?
5. Short & Long-term Timeframes
The first Short-term Timeframe is for Clarity Conversations. If you went on a 5-mile hike and got a stick in your shoe in
mile one, you would stop and remove the stick. The same applies for stress in collaborative relationships. If you have
that knot in your stomach or something feels off, how long are you willing to go before inviting the other party to a
conversation? It’s important to realize stress in the system is not a problem, but an important message that says we
need more clarity. We suggest timeframes such as 4 hours, 24 hours or 3 days. It depends on your style of relating to
one another and how much time you need to calm your mind down enough to have an open-minded, compassionate
conversation. Within the agreed upon timeframe, each person re-reads the Blueprint to reorient themselves with the
other person and reconnect to the positive neural pathways built over time. Then you use your Questions for Peace &
Possibility to find clarity and get back to a good place.
The second Short-term Timeframe is for Document Building. Your Blueprint will change and grow in concert with your
relationship. Establishing a habit of consistently reviewing and adding to your document is powerful. We suggest
weekly, monthly and/or annually. The parties also agree on a Long-term Timeframe of a year or more to get back
together to find peace if something unimaginable happens and you can’t seem to go over their Questions before then.
You agree to no outright harm to the other person. You will not speak negatively to others or create more pain for
them. You also make a personal commitment to finding peace within yourself. Many of us carry the pain of a bad
ending for a lifetime and never resolve it. This commitment allows us the opening through the healing nature of time.
The Blueprint of We is a written trust between two or more entities who see the power in moving through the fears and
joys of a relationship with ease. It’s typically written in the initial stage of the relationship, but if the relationship is not
new, it can be written if the people involved are currently in a good place with each other.
Templates for a Blueprint of We Collaboration Document are available at: www.blueprintofwecalifornia.com
To learn more about Blueprint of We, please contact Rachel Eryn Kalish or Sheella Mierson
Blueprint of We California - www.blueprintofwecalifornia.com - blueprintofweca@gmail.com - 1-925-494-0491
© The Center for Collaborative Awareness

UPCOMING EVENTS – EDUCATION- NEWS
_________________________________________________________________________________

LEARN MEDIATION
An effective means of resolving conflict . . .
Our Beginning Level professional mediation class is the foundational step in learning the process
and practice of mediation. Once you have completed this course you will be eligible to continue
your study through hands-on practice, advanced courses and mentoring.

Mediation Training . . .
defines a way of looking at differences and their resolution that values diverse points-of-view and appreciates the opportunities
involved in human cooperation and creativity. Mediation teaches a coherent set of life skills and attitudes that can improve all
your relationships.

Already a Mediator?
Take this beginning class as a refresher at a reduced rate.
When: June 3-7, 2019; Albuquerque, New Mexico
Time: 8:30-4:30 M-Th, 8:30-3:30 Fri
Educator contact info: Cynthia Olson & Associates, LLC
Phone: (505) 890-0603
Email: cynthiao@earthlink.net
Website: www.olsonmediation.comfrv
_________________________________________________________________________________

WORKABILITY invites you to become a Mediator or take your Advanced Specialized Training

40-Hrs Basic Mediation Training in
Albuquerque
July 20 & 21 and 27 & 28

Investment $950.00

To Save $350.00 pay $600.00 by 5/18/19
For details on Special Offers, Payment Plans
and Scholarships please visit:
https://workability.weebly.com/special-offer.html

Early Bird discount by 6/8/19

If you already are a trained Mediator,
Advance your Knowledge in the Media on ﬁeld with a Specialty:
32 hours Divorce & Child Custody August 10 & 11 and 24 & 25 Early Bird 6/29/19
24 hours Workplace TBA
Faculty contact info:

2019 schedule:

Marianela Gish
Phone: (505) 507-9635
Email: marigish.workability@gmail.com
Website: https://workability.weebly.com/
https://workability.weebly.com/training-schedule.html

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Time for a National Mediation Policy Act!
Please join Mediate.com in our groundbreaking efforts to set America on a path consistent with our
nation's core values by promoting a "National Mediation Policy Act." This Act would declare a
national policy favoring capable mediation over disputes being litigated or remaining unresolved.
The Academy of Professional Family Mediators (APFM), National Association for Community Mediation (NAFCM),
Mediators Beyond Borders (MBB) and Association for Conflict Resolution (ACR) have joined Mediate.com's
groundbreaking efforts to set America on a better path by sponsoring The "National Mediation Policy Act" (NMPA). The
NMPA declares a national policy favoring voluntary mediation over disputes being litigated, remaining unresolved or
resulting in violence.
Our recommended policy simply states:
“It is the policy of the United States that, when two or more individuals or entities are in protracted dispute, it is
preferable that such disputants actively and voluntarily take part in solution-seeking mediation, rather than
allowing the dispute to remain unresolved or result in costly litigation, continued conflict, and elevated risk of
violence.”
Mediate.com is leading this charge in 3 ways:
1. Seeking Co-Sponsoring National, State and Local Organizations for the National Mediation Policy Act;
2. Asking All 2020 Presidential Candidates whether they support the National Mediation Policy Act (and for comments);
and
3. Seeking individual support for the NMPA.

